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Premixed Slip
Georgies Blanco Cast (cone 04)
This is our go-to slip body - it is similar to the original white cast but uses a different clay body. This new slip body casts faster - so watch your 
timing! It fits the standard clear glazes clear IN1001, & S2101, but our favorite clear to use is Duncan’s Pure Brilliance.

CL130CTG  1-3 @ 4-11 @ 12+ @ CL130CT   1-9 @ 10-39 @ 40-79 @  80+@

Gallon (UPS OK) ............................$15.64 ......$14.31 ...... $12.99 2½ gal Box  (NO UPS) ....... $25.97 .....$23.59 ......$21.47 ......$19.61

Georgies Pearl White (cone 04)
Our Classic White Cast (cone 06-1) LOWFIRE Slip echos the same original formula but has a slower release time. This new slip body casts faster 
- so watch your timing! It fits the standard clear glazes clear IN1001, & S2101, but our favorite clear to use is Duncan’s Pure Brilliance.

CL130CWG  1-3 @ 4-11 @  12+ @ CL130CW  1-9 @          10-39 @ 40-79 @ 80+@

Gallon (UPS OK) ............................$16.96 ...... $15.37 ..... $13.78 2½ gal Box  (NO UPS) ....... $26.77 ..... $24.38 ..... $22.26 ..... $20.14

Laguna Terra Cotta Slip  (cone 06)
An old favorite red casting body which produces a quality, smooth ware. Firing color is a rich terra cotta color.
S704  ............. $20.95 per Gallon (UPS OK)                   Average Shrinkage is ~2%:6%                    Average Water Absorption ~1%:20%

Georgies Dark Chocolate (cone 6) 
This is the same as our Trail Mix Dark Chocolate, only in slip form!

CL535DG    1-3 @          4-11 @          12+ @ 

Gallon (UPS OK) ............................$31.80 ......$29.68...... $26.66

Georgies Natural White Stoneware (cone 6)
Our liquid stoneware slip uses the same formula as our dry stoneware slip SSD600 and our G-Mix 6 clay (CC520). Together they offer a 
complete solution for working with clay, casting, decorating or attaching with slip, and reclaiming scrap clay. 

SS600G  1-3 @  4-11 @ 12+ @ SS600B 1-4 @ 5-9 @ 10-39 @ 40+@

Gallon (UPS OK)  ...........................$12.67 ..... $11.40 ..... $10.07 2½ gal Box  (NO UPS) .......$18.02 ......$16.17 ...... $14.68 .....$13.52

Georgies Porcelain Slips (cone 6)
We make three porcelain slips: CL519 Silver Falls is very white with some translucence when fired to cone 6, and CL552 Trillium offers a good 
mix of price and performance. Use sodium silicate to thin these slips if needed, and CL517 Crystal Springs - a popular ^10 porcelain.

Gallon (UPS OK)    1-3 @     4-11 @   12+ @  2½ gal Box (NO UPS) 1-4 @  5-9 @ 10-19 @  20+@

CL552 ....Trillium  ..........................$17.49 ..... $15.74...... $14.31 CL552B .... Trillium  ............ $42.67 ......$38.80 ...... $35.25 .....$32.00
CL519.....Silver Falls .....................$22.53 ..... $20.41 ..... $18.55 CL519B ....Silver Falls  ...... $52.47 ......$47.70 ...... $43.41 .....$39.49
CL517 .....Crystal Springs (^10)......$26.50 ..... $24.12 ..... $21.73

Laguna Porcelain Slips (cone 6)
Gallon (UPS okay) 1-3 @ 4-11 @ 12+ @
NS121 .........Warm Blush  .......................................... $28.95 ............$24.61 ........... $21.71
NS125 .........Very White .............................................. $28.95 ............$24.61 ........... $21.71

Premixed Terra Sigillata
... is made with very fine grained clays, lots of water, and a small amount of deflocculant to disperse the fine particles. The slurry must settle for 
12-24 hours and the super fine particles are then siphoned off. This is a low-production item. Please contact us for stock on hand. 4oz & Pints 
only. Color images show each slip fired at ^04 on the left and ^6 on the right. Go to www.georgies.com/gcc-clay-slip for more information.

Liquid Slips

NS121 NS125

Quantity discounts apply on 
multiples of the same item

TSRA

Red Art Terra Sig
4oz ..............   $8.00
Pints  ...........$15.00

TSOM4

OM4 Terra Sig
4oz ..............   $8.00
Pints  ...........$15.00

TSEPK

EPK Terra Sig
4oz ..............   $8.00
Pints  ...........$15.00

Gallon jars of slip can be shipped by UPS. 

Our 2½ gallon boxes can only be shipped by freight.


